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The first thing for 2012 was hiring Bob Owens as the Water Master.   There is a lot to 

learn about the system and we all worked all year to do that. 

 

This year was short on water.  No snow pack on the mountain.  The water flow into the 

lake ran out in May.  In June we cut off water to some of the shareholders on the 

mountain.  I had to make three adjustments to the flow amounts as it went away so fast. I 

do not remember it ever being so short. 

 

We turned on one pump down town and all shareholders were cut back.  I appreciate the 

help of all shareholders in this short year. 

 

Last year we made the changed Ditch 2 to a six day schedule.  Now I know this was 

wrong and this will be changed back to 5 day for 2013. 

 

We are still working on surveys of town ditches and hopefully all will be recorded soon.  

This encroachment of our pipeline right-of-ways is still the biggest problem that we have. 

 

Money wise we are short this year and will make up shortfalls from the emergency fund 

if needed.  I hope it snows on the mountain. 

 

In 2012 we diverted the following amount of water: 

 

Ditch 1 North – 556 AF; Ditch 2 Center – 285 AF; Ditch 3 South – 476 AF. 

Wilson Mesa – 213 AF;  South Mesa 528 AF; Horse Creek 4 AF; Ken’s Lake 1300 AF 

 

We went from, in 2011, a “Very Good Year” to the lowest.  It is what it is. 

 

I would like to thank all shareholders, board members: Fred, Dave, Ron, and Ben, water 

master Bob, Grand Water folks: Mark, Dean, Marsha, Dana for all the help in the driest 

year that I can remember.   

 

It all starts over on March 1, 2013. 

 

You’re President 

 

George Carter  


